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Date: October 22, 2006
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Attendance: 3,600
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

This is the biggest show of the year for TNA and they’re not
in Orlando for once. The main event here is Sting vs. Jarrett
because that’s what they decided it should be, despite the
fans screaming for Joe for months. Joe is in a pointless
Monster’s Ball match instead of anything important. I watched
this show and remember thinking there was a chance that Joe
could run in somehow but it didn’t happen. Also tonight Angle
is the guest referee is in the main event because who needs to
have  the  biggest  acquisition  the  company  has  ever  had
wrestling on the biggest show of the year? Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about Henry Ford and how Detroit rose up
because of people like him. It’s about following your dreams
or something. The voiceover guy talks about how this is all
about  overcoming  obstacles  and  achieving  your  dreams  or
whatever. As usual it goes way too long.

The set looks more like the old weekly PPV sets.

Battle Royal

This is officially the Kevin Nash Open Invitational X-Division
Gauntlet Battle Royal. In other words, it’s a sixteen man
Royal Rumble for only X-Division guys. Nash comes out in a
suit with a bowling trophy. The first entrant is the debuting
Austin  Starr  to  face  #2  Sonjay  Dutt.  Every  sixty  seconds
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someone else comes in. As usual it’s a regular match once we
get down to two. The fans are split so Nash talks about being
a legendary high flier.

Maverick Matt is in at #3. His minute has absolutely nothing
happening so here’s Lethal in at #4. He speeds things up a bit
and gets a chant in his name. Lethal and Dutt are semi-regular
partners so they take over the match. Austin knocks Lethal
down and does his strut. Nash: “I like this Starr guy. I hope
he does better than Glacier.” A-1, not a small guy for the
most part, is #5.

Spinebuster  takes  Lethal  down  and  A-1  is  told  he  can’t
wrestle. Everyone is still in and here’s Zach Gowen at #6.
He’s the one legged guy from WWE in 2004. He spends thirty
seconds getting to the ring and we get a Johnny Ace reference
for some reason. Nash: “You two dudes are dynamic.” Kaz is #7
as we still haven’t had an elimination. Matt and Kaz, former
tag partners, throw out Dutt.

Sirelda, a REALLY weird looking chick that is another attempt
to recreate Chyna, is #8 and she beats up various men. Starr
kicks her low and A-1 hits a BIG clothesline to put her out.
Kaz and Matt knock him out immediately as Shark Boy is #9. The
fans love Sharky and nothing happens until Shelley, getting
the pop of the night so far, comes in at #10. He spits water
in Kaz’s face and the fans cheer for him even more.

D-Ray 3000 is #11. He’s a blaxploitation character who hung
out with Shark Boy. They team up for a Bushwackers battering
ram and throw out Matt. By my math we’ve had eleven entrants
and four eliminations so far. #12 is Johnny Devine and he
throws out Gowen in seconds. Elix Skipper is #13 and he takes
down  Shelley  and  Lethal  on  his  entrance  with  a  double
clothesline. Kaz tries a springboard move like an idiot and
Starr puts him out.

Short  Sleeve  Sampson,  as  in  one  of  Hulk  Hogan’s  Micro



Championship Wrestling guys, is #14. D-Ray and Shark Boy go
out at the same time. Starr holds up the midget time after
time over the ropes but won’t toss him. #15 is SCREAMIN NORMAN
SMILEY!!! Smiley and Samson hit stereo Big Wiggles before
Shelley throws Samson onto Shark Boy. Samson chases Slick
Johnson around the ring until Petey Williams is the final
entrant at #16.

Johnson comes into the ring and shoves Smiley and Skipper out
despite not being in the match. Ok so we have Shelley, Devine,
Williams, Lethal and Starr. Williams throws out Johnston to
get rid of that stupidity. Williams charges at Petey and gets
sent to the apron, only to hit his slingshot Codebreaker.
There’s the Canadian Destroyer but Shelley throws Williams
out. Starr dumps Devine and Shelley to get us down to a one on
one match with Starr vs. Lethal for the win.

Lethal hits a quick release Dragon Suplex for two. He goes up
but Austin knocks him down and hits the brainbuster for the
win. The one on one part lasted maybe a minute.

Rating:  C.  This  was  what  it  was.  Having  the  one  minute
intervals was a good idea because most of these people aren’t
important enough to warrant two minutes without anyone new
being put in there. The match itself probably ran longer than
it should have to open the biggest show of the year, but it
was fast paced enough to work I guess.

Post match Shelley yells at Nash while Starr gets his trophy.

We get a clip of LAX beating down AMW and Gail Kim taking the
Border Toss.

AMW yells about LAX but tonight they’re in a fourway match
which has nothing to do with LAX. Sure why not.

The Naturals vs. Team 3D vs. James Gang vs. America’s Most
Wanted



The  Naturals  are  the  #1  contenders  and  managed  by  Shane
Douglas. Why they’re not challenging for the titles tonight is
beyond me but whatever. The James Gang is the New Age Outlaws.
All of the teams other than AMW has something to say but
nothing really gets said if you get what I mean. Harris vs.
Stevens starts us off with Stevens speeding things up quickly.
Harris dropkicks him into the corner so Ray can tag himself
in.

One fall to a finish here. Ray beats up both members of AMW
but BG tags himself in, resulting in a mirror image of the
Flip Flop and Fly elbow. D-Von and Kip come in and slam each
other into the mat. I’m barely able to keep up with this match
as they’re coming in and out at will. Storm and Douglas go to
the corner and Storm falls into the Tree of Woe. Harris climbs
up and Stevens comes in for a four man Tower of Doom to take
them all down, even with Storm still caught in the Tree.

Catatonic to BG is countered and he hits the Pumphandle Slam
for two. Eye of the Storm takes down Stevens but D-Von takes
him  down,  only  to  walk  into  a  standing  tornado  DDT  from
Douglas. We’re in the parade of finishers here. Stevens sets
for a superplex on D-Von but Bubba comes in to hit a Doomsday
Device. What’s Up to Douglas and they set for the tables but
Stevens makes the save. Natural Disaster (elevated Stunner)
takes out D-Von for two. Stevens runs into Douglas and walks
into the 3D for the pin.

Rating: D. What a mess! The James Gang and AMW fell into a
black hole for the last two minutes of that and there’s no way
to keep track of most of what was going on here. This would
have been much better as an elimination match, but for all
intents and purposes that’s what happened at the end anyway.
Bad match with WAY too much stuff going on. Also does this
make 3D the #1 contenders? They beat the Naturals who already
were, but I doubt that’s what’s going on.

Shane Douglas comes back again post match and yells at the



Naturals.

JB  is  outside  Joe’s  locker  room  but  finds  Jake  Roberts
instead. Roberts is refereeing the Monster’s Ball match for
some reason. He doesn’t say much but I think he’s drunk. No
real indication for why, but I figured I’d play the odds.

We recap the Monster’s Ball match. Joe stole the world title
belt (See? It was right there) and Abyss agreed to go get it
in exchange for the first title shot. Abyss got the belt but
Raven and Brother Runt (Spike Dudley) beat Abyss up before he
could deliver it to Cornette. This is what the hottest guy
arguably in wrestling at this point was doing for the biggest
show of the year. Not being in the world title match, but
fighting Spike Dudley. This company deserved to be stuck in
mediocrity like it always was.

Samoa Joe vs. Brother Runt vs. Raven vs. Abyss

This is Monster’s Ball which basically means hardcore. Jake
Roberts is guest referee. This is also the third match in a
row that isn’t a simple one on one or tag match. Everyone
jumps Joe to start and knock him to the floor. Raven and Runt
team up on Abyss with Runt being knocked to the outside. Runt
brings in a chair and Raven hits his drop toehold on Abyss
into the chair but Joe comes back in to make people care. Joe
hits the Facewash on Raven but walks into a chokeslam.

Abyss runs over the ECW guys and throws Runt into the crowd
from  the  ring  to  emulate  Bigelow’s  famous  spot.  Raven
clotheslines Abyss to the floor and dives on him, which Abyss
shrugs off without even leaving his feet. Joe hits a BIG
corkscrew dive onto all three to put them all down while
landing on his feet. Raven pops up and hits Joe with a Silence
of the Lambs style mask of his.

They go up the ramp and Joe is knocked through a table off the
ramp. Runt and Abyss climb up part of the set and Runt is
chokeslammed onto a platform which doesn’t have much give at



all. Something happens which results in Abyss landing on Runt
but the camera is zoomed in on Roberts. The replay shows that
it was kind of an elbow drop. Nice production work there guys.

Raven throws Joe through another table in a vain attempt to
make us believe he won’t win. Is there a point to Roberts
being referee at all here? He hasn’t done anything. Abyss gets
two on Runt but Raven saves. Abyss drops an Earthquake splash
down  for  two  on  Raven.  Joe  comes  in  to  break  up  Shock
Treatment by pounding on Abyss. He misses the backsplash but
kicks Abyss low instead.

Powerslam onto a chair gets two. Raven drop toeholds Joe to
the floor but Abyss knocks him down and loads up the tacks.
Jake pulls out his bag but Raven jumps him and loads up a DDT
on Jake. Abyss pours out the tacks but Joe pulls down the
ropes to prevent Raven from going into the tacks via the Black
Hole Slam. Joe knocks Abyss to his knees and hits the senton
backsplash to put Abyss’ face into the tacks. Raven breaks up
the choke but Jake DDTs him so that the MuscleBuster can give
Joe the pin.

Rating: D. I know this is a sweeping statement, but this might
be the most questionable choice in TNA history. Why in the
world was Joe in this match? Jake added NOTHING here. He
counted slow and I guess he didn’t hurt anything, but what
difference did it make to have a guest referee? The match was
your usual garbage but no one bought anyone but Joe having a
chance here. Also did Runt fall into the same hole the James
Gang and AMW fell into in the previous match?

Jake puts the snake on Raven post match.

Eric Young is panicking over possibly losing in the loser gets
fired match. His opponent, Larry freaking Zbyszko, comes up
and says he’s already got Young beaten.

We recap Larry vs. Young. Larry was a boss in the company but
got  corrupt  and  cost  Eric  a  match  for  his  job.  Cornette



reinstated him in a loser gets fired match. This is your first
one on one match of the night and we’re over an hour into the
show. Let that sink in for a minute.

Larry Zbyszko vs. Eric Young

The fans are totally behind Eric here. They want Larry fired
so he stalls as usual. Eric points at Larry and the fans boo,
then he point at himself and the fans cheer. No contact about
a minute and a half in. They lock up and Larry hits the
spinning back kick and the abdominal stretch. Eric reverses
and the referee takes a shot. Eric Young vs. Larry Zbyszko is
getting a referee bump. Larry pulls out a foreign object but
gets hit low. Eric gets the object and hits Larry for the pin.

Rating: F. If you don’t get why this is an F, you’re on your
own.

Video  on  Senshi  accompanied  by  Mortal  Kombat,  which  is
sponsoring the show.

Here’s Jim Cornette to fill in some time. He can barely talk
(I don’t know how to handle this) due to being sick so he
sounds like he has a stable of horses in his voice. Cornette
says he should be in intensive care but there was no way he
was missing this. If Joe interferes in the main event tonight,
he’s removed from the roster. That draws out Angle who wants
to fight someone right now.

Kurt says he doesn’t need a buffer between himself and Joe…and
here’s the fat Samoan himself. They start brawling on the
floor but security makes the save. WHY IS THIS MATCH NOT ON
THIS SHOW??? They both break through security and Joe shouts
at Cornette to let him fight tonight. This company seriously
made my head hurt at times.

We recap Senshi vs. Sabin. There’s no real story here, other
than Sabin is the challenger. If there’s another story to it,
the recap doesn’t mention it. I think it’s a rematch.



X-Division Title: Senshi vs. Chris Sabin

Joe has been ejected from the arena. Every time this story
gets stupider the harder my head shakes. They fight over a
lockup to start and both guys hit various forms of kicks which
results in Senshi taking over. A big kick gets two. They slug
it out and Sabin fires off some forearms but walks into a
double  boot  in  the  corner  for  two.  Senshi  hooks  a  body
scissors on the mat to slow things down.

That doesn’t last long so Senshi slams him for two. They chop
it out and Senshi comes back with the kicks. They go into the
corner and Sabin pounds on his back but Senshi stops him cold
with a standing Liger Kick. Senshi tries to get a running
start but Sabin takes him down with a springboard missile
dropkick.  Sabin  kicks  him  to  the  floor  and  hits  a  great
suicide dive to the outside. Back in Sabin hits a running
enziguri and puts Senshi in the Tree of Woe (popular position
tonight) and hits the hesitation dropkick for two.

Sabin loads up Cradle Shock but Senshi counters into a dragon
sleeper, but it’s quickly broken. Another Liger Kick misses
and Sabin hits a springboard DDT for two. These near falls are
getting really close. They go to the corner with Senshi trying
a rolling sunset flip but instead of covering he jumps to his
feet and hits a standing double stomp for two. A springboard
back kick gets the same.

Senshi misses a charge in the corner and Sabin hits a HUGE
running boot to the face which might have knocked out a tooth.
Cradle Shock gets two with the referee messing up his count
and stopping a half second before the kickout happened. They
go to the corner again with Senshi looking to superplex him,
but instead he walks backwards on the middle rope to fire off
some HARD kicks. Warrior’s Way gets a delayed two as Sabin
gets his foot on the ropes. There’s a modified dragon sleeper
but Sabin won’t tap. Senshi pulls back to fire off elbows to
the head, but he stops for a second and Sabin rolls him up for



the pin and the title.

Rating: A-. Good stuff here again as the X Division was on
fire at this point. The idea here was them hitting each other
with everything they had and getting bigger and bigger and
then Sabin using a basic hold to get the pin and it worked
very well. Sabin played off the fact that Senshi was going to
be very intense and therefore he’d miss something easy like
that. That’s psychology at work and it’s a rare thing to see
in a match like this, but it worked here.

Christian cuts off JB and rants about Rhyno talking about
growing up on the streets of Detroit, but no one cares about
him. Christian gave Rhyno a concussion but that’s nothing
compared to what’s coming to him tonight. He won’t get invited
to Rhyno’s house for dinner this year, but it doesn’t matter
because his aunt’s food sucked.

We  recap  Christian  vs.  Rhyno.  They’re  old  friends  but
Christian lost the world title and snapped over it. Christian
gave him a Conchairto which gave him a concussion, then he hit
him in the head again with another chair. Tonight is Rhyno’s
chance to get even.

Christian Cage vs. Rhyno

This is an 8 Mile Street Fight which should be good. Rhyno
comes through the crowd and goes straight through the entrance
to meet Christian in the parking lot. Christian gets slammed
onto a car and thrown into whatever Rhyno can find to throw
him into. They climb onto a zamboni machine and Rhyno gets in
the driver’s seat. He drives the machine with Christian on top
into the arena. Rhyno climbs up to pound on Christian who
falls off the machine.

Christian gets away down by the ramp and picks up a fake
street lamp, only to get it ripped out of his hands and rammed
into his chest. This is total domination so far. Rhyno throws
in four chairs and hits Christian with a street lamp before



Christian can get to one of the chairs. He loads up the Gore
but Christian takes his head off with a chair shot. Rhyno
shrugs that off and they go into the crowd with Christian
running away even more.

After ramming Christian into some hockey glass they go back to
the ring and Rhyno sets up a table at ringside. Back inside
and Rhyno suplexes him down and puts up another table in the
corner. Christian picks up an 8 Mile Road street sign and
CRACKS Rhyno in the head with it. This is the first breather
Christian has had. He goes to the floor and pulls out a ladder
as Rhyno is busted open and might have another concussion.
Christian charges with the ladder but Rhyno drop toeholds him
into the ladder.

DDT gets two for Christian and they’re both spent. Rhyno is
gone from the concussion and a ladder shot to the head makes
it even worse. Christian goes under the ring again and comes
up with a straightjacket and another chair. Rhyno gets tied up
in the jacket and Christian grabs a pair of chairs to set up
the Conchairto but Rhyno moves. Using just his legs and his
head he tries a comeback and manages to get Christian down.
The referee unhooks the jacket and they fight to the apron in
front of the table.

Rhyno PILEDRIVES HIM THROUGH THE TABLE to put both guys down
again. THAT gets two so Rhyno loads up the Gore, but Christian
moves to send him through the table. It gets two, as does an
Unprettier onto the metal part of the broken table. With no
idea what else to do, Christian piles up everything on top of
Rhyno and hits about eight chair shots onto the pile to crush
Rhyno, which FINALLY gets the pin.

Rating: B+. I don’t say this that often, but that was AWESOME.
I’m not a fan of the street fights, but this one was really
intense with a feeling that someone had to do something big to
get the win. The piledriver was awesome, as were the kickouts
from Rhyno. Christian finally just pounding the tar out of



Rhyno with everything he had until Rhyno couldn’t move an inch
was a great finish. Loved this.

Konnan  rants  about  raising  the  violence  tonight  and  how
they’re  not  sorry  for  what  they  did  to  Gail.  They  fight
Styles/Daniels for the titles in a cage tonight.

We recap the tag title match and the idea is that Konnan says
that putting a cage up doesn’t matter because they’re used to
borders. Daniels got kidnapped in a way and beaten down three
on one. The idea is that LAX is this rapidly growing powerful
team that has to be stopped before they become unstoppable.
They’ve traded the titles a few times as well so this is the
final blowoff match.

Tag Titles: LAX vs. Christopher Daniels/AJ Styles

Styles and Daniels are the champions. The champs run in and
the brawl is on. Unfortunately they have to tag in this which
really takes away the violence aspect of it. I wouldn’t bet on
it  lasting  long  though.  AJ  and  Homicide  start  with  the
dropkick spot putting the murder inspired one down. Off to
Daniels as the champions hit a combination clothesline/belly
to back suplex for two.

Styles comes back in for a backbreaker for two. AJ gets sent
into the cage and it’s off to Hernandez. Styles moves around
quickly and manages a tag but gets sent into the cage anyway.
Homicide’s torndado DDT is countered but SuperMex takes his
head off with a clothesline. The challengers look like they’re
setting  for  a  Doomsday  Device  but  Hernandez  drops  him
backwards and Homicide hits a top rope elbow for two. Nice
change of pace. AJ is busted but we didn’t get a shot of him
until now.

Konnan  slides  in  an  object  to  Homicide  which  goes  into
Daniels’ head. It appears to be a fork but Hebner doesn’t see
it. Off to Hernandez to give Daniels a neck rub. Homicide gets
a  bottle  of  tequila  from  somewhere  and  spits  some  into



Daniels’  face.  They  go  up  top  and  Daniels  hits  a  sitout
hiptoss for two to break the momentum. There’s the tag to AJ
who hits the backflip into the reverse DDT for two. Everything
breaks down as you would expect it to and Daniels clotheslines
Homicide over and over.

The  champions  go  high  low  on  Homicide  and  are  firmly  in
control. Hernandez has his face rammed into the cage and AJ
hits the Pele on Homicide for two. Now Homicide gets the fork
put in his head. AJ has no problem with the referee seeing
that but Homicide hid it earlier. Hernandez starts going on
another rampage but walks into a Pele to put everyone down.

AJ goes to the top of the cage (I think you can only win by
pin/submission), drawing a please don’t die chant. The others
catch him and try a Tower of Doom but AJ can’t get into
position so he stays on top. That’s good as I was legit scared
of him taking that bump from there. Instead he hits a HUGE
cross body to Hernandez off the cage for two. Homicide hits a
cutter on AJ but walks into an STO from Daniels.

Hernandez runs over Christopher and goes to the top of the
cage also. He misses his splash and if he’s still alive I’ll
be stunned. Daniels tries the Angel’s Wings on Hernandez but
Homicide got a coat hanger from Konnan to choke him out.
Konnan gets it back and chokes him from outside the ring.
Hernandez breaks up the Clash and the Gringo Killa gives LAX
the titles back.

Rating: A-. Another great match here with them finally saying
screw this tagging stuff and letting it all hang out there,
which is what you’re supposed to do in a big match. That dive
by  AJ  was  incredible  but  for  some  reason,  probably  fear,
Hernandez’s  didn’t  get  much  of  a  reaction  at  all.  Still
though,  great  match  but  somehow  it  isn’t  as  good  as  the
Ultimate X match they had the month before.

We recap Sting vs. Jarrett which is like a year long feud with



a ton of twists and turns in it. In short: IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
JOE. Joe beat Jarrett the previous month but that was just
about revenge or honor or something. There’s no need for this
to be Jarrett vs. Sting and the only people that wanted it to
be are likely named Jarrett. Oh and Angle is guest referee.
Sting hasn’t even been on TV for two months to make sure the
match has even less build for it. Oh and it’s title vs.
career.

NWA World Title: Sting vs. Jeff Jarrett

Oh wait Angle is guest enforcer. Sting’s big transformation
after missing for two months: he has red tights. Tenay thinks
the bat is a tribute to the Detroit Tigers. Someone smack him
for me. I’m already annoyed enough that Joe isn’t in there but
now I have to listen to Tenay’s stupid theories? After big
match intros we’re finally ready to go. Feeling out process to
start for some reason, after they’ve fought each other about a
thousand times.

Jeff controls to start for no apparent reason, arm dragging
and hip tossing Sting around with ease. Sting starts to Hulk
Up…and Jeff throws him around again. Now Jeff drops him with
one punch. Jeff dropkicks him to the floor and OH MY GOODNESS
ARE YOU THIS FREAKING STUPID??? Why in the world would you
have THE MOST BORING WORLD CHAMPION IN YEARS dominate one of
the most charismatic wrestlers in history like this?

Back in Jarrett spits on him and Sting FINALLY takes over on
him like he should have from the opening bell. Powerbomb of
all things puts Jeff down and a clothesline puts him on the
floor.  Jeff  shoves  Angle  who  shoves  right  back  and  Sting
starts hammering Jarrett outside. Sting gets whipped into the
barricade but Jeff gets his chair taken away by Angle. They
fight up the ramp with Sting hitting a suplex to keep Jeff
down. Angle takes the chair from Sting too and Jeff’s chair
shot takes Kurt out.



DDT on the ramp puts Sting down and Jeff hooks a sleeper back
inside. Sting fights out of that and they screw up some spot
involving Sting getting behind Jeff. Cross body puts both guys
down. Angle comes in and hits the Slam on the referee so that
it’s not a double countout. They slug it out and the Splash
sets up the Death Drop for two. Stroke hits for two. Jeff
tries  a  tombstone  which  Sting  reverses  into  a  dangerous
looking one of his own.

Sting goes up so that Jeff can hit him low, but he can’t hit a
Stroke off the top. Sting’s splash off the top hits knees and
there’s the Figure Four. Sting turns it over so Jeff lets it
go and hooks an ankle lock to taunt Kurt. It gets reversed and
Jeff is sent to the floor so Sting gets the bat. Angle tries
to stop him and Jeff gets the guitar. Jeff breaks it over
Sting’s head…and Sting yells at him. Scorpion quickly ends
this.

Rating: C-. Not much here as it seemed like they didn’t know
if they wanted to do an old school Sting match or an Attitude
Era style brawl. Either one would have been ok but mixing them
really didn’t work. At the end of the day, no one wanted to
see Sting get the title again because we had seen it before
and the fans were all behind Joe. Naturally since this is the
NWA, they don’t care what the fans want and go with the old
guys instead. The match wasn’t anything that good either.

Sting celebrates to end the show.

Overall Rating: B. As it is, this is a good show. With an
ending the the fans wanted to see, it would be one of the best
TNA shows ever. Sting’s title reign wound up meaning jack as
he lost the title four weeks later to Abyss, a guy Joe beat in
the Monster’s Ball earlier tonight. Joe wouldn’t the title for
another 18 months because we needed to go through FOUR Angle
reigns and a long Christian reign that no one wanted to see.
This is also around the time that TNA’s hot streak started to
die off. What a coincidence no? Anyway, very good show that



could have been excellent if TNA would actually pay attention.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


